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Davida Patrick Moore - Developer
This is Davida Patrick Moore, a certified Pranic Healer and student of Master Co,
an internationally recognized energy worker and master Pranic Healer. Davida came
to Pranic Healing in 2016 after years of esoteric studies in many other areas; meditation,
mantras, Astrology and Tarot, and other forms of energy healing including Reiki and QiGong.

Upon discovering Pranic Healing, Davida found a more focused discipline to immerse himself
within for healing of others, self healing, and Spiritual growth; all of which Pranic Healing excels in providing the practitioner.
As a student, Davida gathered a spectrum of skills and diligently practiced to further develop this technology within himself. In 2019, 
Davida launched A Foundation for Self Healing, a 501(c)(3) public benefit corporation with the vision of supporting those in need 
of healing, those wishing to become Pranic Healers, and to spread, far and wide, the concept of energy healing in the form of Pranic 
Healing. LIFE FORCE REBOOT is part of that effort.

The Pranic Healing technology is applicable to all areas of life. This is highly valuable and is recognized in Davida's work and offerings 
that includes LIFE FORCE REBOOT. Helping people help themselves is a major goal for Davida. Each person operates in and cannot 
be separated from the world of energy. Davida believes education in this subject is globally vital. Spreading access to techniques for 
cleansing and revitalizing one's own energy system is important to Davida. This propels his work. Why LIFE FORCE REBOOT is so 
exciting for Davida is because it offers accessible practices to cultivate and direct the energy that powers Life and Prosperity.
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About LIFE FORCE REBOOT
This is LIFE FORCE REBOOT, a pathway to "Energizing Your Prosperity"; an all-in-one 
program for cleansing, energizing, and maintaining productive levels of energy that affect 
every area of your life. HEALTH, WEALTH, HAPPINESS and PROSPERITY.

"Life Force," is a loose translation of words chosen by cultures around the world all describing the 
same unique energy. The Chinese word is, "Chi." The Japanese word is, "Ki." One tradition calls it, 
"the Breath of Life." In Sanskrit, the word is, "Prana." We use, "Life Force," to make the point clear, this energy is essential to life.

The LIFE FORCE REBOOT program is designed to first educate the client to what ancient cultures knew and what science is only 
uncovering today. This energy is essential, on many levels, for a prosperous life. With this understanding, the client can have certitude 
regarding this energy, which supports their overall success in the program. The program goes on to provide energy cleansing for each 
client, training for acquiring mass quantities of replacement energy, and techniques of maintaining this desirable energy both within the 
client and their surrounding environment.

Additionally, once a client has accessed and is practicing with this training their sheer presence will support those in their vicinity 
wherever they go by exposing them to this newly acquired energy. Sound interesting? That's what LIFE FORCE REBOOT is about.
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Why LIFE FORCE REBOOT
The features and totally unique content in LIFE FORCE REBOOT makes it impossible to be 
duplicated by any other offer. Our process is thorough and builds an extensive practice for 
our client that renders lifelong opportunity to Grow, Prosper, and Inspire.

The program begins but validating the Life Force energy that propels every material thing, every 
animated being, and every concept; emotional and logical. With this understanding the client can feel 
an assurance allowing them to receive the benefits of the program. LIFE FORCE REBOOT also includes “energy work at a distance” 
for our clients every day of this 7-week program. These energy workers are all advanced Pranic Healers and above. And this is just 
the start. We'll also introduce you to a world-changing meditation that begins to purify your Body, Mind, and Spirit on the first day.

One of our many goals in the program is making each client self-sufficient when it comes to their new energetic life. You'll be taught to 
cleanse your own system, to acquire fresh, clean energy, and to maintain your environment to the healthiest of conditions. You'll love 
that. Some of what we teach are ancient Truths; some are more modern yet both sets are extremely powerful. You'll see.

Clients experience a learning curve with just the right level of steepness while being supported by a real person in a weekly “check in” 
call and through text and email. Plus all the training is available for review in video and electronic files in an exclusive, online 
community for client use only (which is not Facebook). Check further details in this presentation to find out why this program is for you.
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Everything Can Change in 5 Minutes

Discovering the LIFE FORCE REBOOT program opens a world of untold potential, revealing the meaning of, 
“Energizing Your Prosperity.” The entire process is super exciting!!! But first, an explanation.

In our very first conversation we'll explore, "Energy and How it Works." This will give you a foundation to build on if
you choose to access the program. Why this is important is because everything is energy. Every event, experience, 
and life corresponds to an energy field. It’s essential each client be receptive to this concept. After this explanation, 
if it is something you can’t quite accept, we may not be a good fit. At first, this “energy field” thing, might sound sci-fi 
but it’s all very natural and everyday, science is learning more about how this energy works. In that first conversation, 
you will be given a chance to "feel" this energy first in your hands and then, safely, in your entire body. 

We’ll discuss what this energy is for, where it comes from, and how you will learn to cultivate and maintain a variety of this energy that is at the core 
of the LIFE FORCE REBOOT program. This is extremely clean and high-frequency energy and having this energy in your system will improve your 
life remarkably. All of this will be explained.

We’ll also discuss the entire range of the LIFE FORCE REBOOT program, the unique features that set us apart from other offers out there, and the support 
you receive throughout the 7-week program and beyond. This includes; daily energy healings, weekly “check-in” calls, an evolving training curriculum, plus 
an exclusive online community to share your experiences and ask questions of a LIFE FORCE REBOOT facilitator. This will not be FACEBOOK. This exclusive 
online community also houses a video library where you can rewatch video trainings and access other digital files to support your experience. You’ll be supported 
every step of the way.
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“Introduction to LIFE FORCE REBOOT”
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Prosperity is the, “Measure of Success”
Overlooked in this fact is the reality that Prosperity and Success have many forms. Health, Wealth, and Happiness are all ways to 
Succeed and to Prosper. The obvious commonality with Success and Prosperity is the requirement for Energy. So it could be said, 
fundamentally, Energy equals Prosperity.

Consider a person's life; their physical form, their health, vitality, longevity but also consider their endeavors, their aspirations, their 
industriousness, their creativity, all of these are ways to Prosper and all of these require Energy. To realize one’s highest potential, 
Energy is essential. Bear in mind, the quality of energy matters greatly.

For people, the Body, Mind, Spirit fusion produces the greatest outcome when the highest quality energy is accessed, effectively 
assimilated, then coherently and positively expressed. In this scenario Prosperity takes on a whole new meaning.

That whole new meaning begins with; health, happiness, and quality of life; followed by clarity of mind, compassion and empathy for 
others, more fulfilling creativity and a more conducive work environment, improved relationships with family, partners, workmates, and 
the world. And that's just the beginning.
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We are LIFE FORCE REBOOT
We are trained in the ancient profession of, “Energy Worker.” A practice that is scientifically proven and that has been culturally 
validated for millennia. There are mysteries that surround energy work, no doubt, but science is uncovering more proof of efficacy 
everyday. When we apply the best knowledge available we increase our potential for successfully reaching our highest attainable levels 
of Prosperity in all its many forms. This is what a person engages when they have a LIFE FORCE REBOOT.

When a person chooses to engage the technology of LIFE FORCE REBOOT they choose a process of personal growth that 
maximizes them uniquely. The progression starts with education, fostering within the client receptivity and the ability to PERCEIVE and 
understand how this Life Force Energy works. The client then enters the next step where they RECEIVE energetic cleansing, 
balancing, and energizing of their personal energy system. This work is painless, “no touch,” and can be done remotely from anywhere 
on the planet. This step leads to the client learning how to ACQUIRE this high-quality energy for themselves. In this step the client 
acquires invaluable skills they will have forever. Proceeding acquisition, the client is then trained to effectively MAINTAIN, within 
themselves, this newly acquired, high-quality Life Force Energy. What the client does next with this program is truly outstanding.

After all the cleansing, balancing, and energizing the LIFE FORCE REBOOT client experiences, they go out into the world and they 
live a Prosperous Life and in that singularly joyous expression they INSPIRE countless others to rise in their own life experience. 
People encountering the LIFE FORCE REBOOT client may experience a simple yet uplifting moment of admiration, they may form a 
new positive habit through imitation inspired by their encounter, or they may even just feel good without knowing why.
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“Like Attracts Like”
The spark of positive, high-quality energy that is accessible through the LIFE FORCE REBOOT program has the potential to do all of 
this. At the core of every human is the essence of Humanity. We at LIFE FORCE REBOOT facilitate the bringing forward of that 
essence for everyone to enjoy and through that joy to experience Prosperity.

LIFE FORCE REBOOT is a 7-week program that gives you all of this training along with the support to implement this technology in a 
daily practice of only minutes; to nurture physical, emotional, mental, and Spiritual wellness as most people in the world have never 
experienced. This program sets that foundation upon which can be built an energetic, self-care practice that positively transforms the 
lives of everyone who participates. Step by step you will first come to PERCEIVE the energy that is all around, then you’ll RECEIVE, 
learn to ACQUIRE, and then MAINTAIN in yourself a special, high-quality Life Force Energy. Lastly, you’ll effortlessly give an enriching 
gift when you INSPIRE others through you subtle presence, the presence of the clean, pure energy in your system. This is the Energy 
that powers Life and Prosperity.

Would you like this for yourself?  
Because, this is what we can do together.

“ENERGIZING YOUR PROSPERITY”
LIFE FORCE REBOOT “Get Yours HERE!!!”
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7 Weeks of Expansion
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INDIVIDUAL DAILY PRACTICE
AM
    Pranic Breathing Exercise* - 3 min/3 min total
    Early Meditation* - 5 min body movements exercises*/22 min meditation/5 min body movements exercises/32 min total
    Prosperity/Vitality Exercise* - 5 min/5 min total
    SuperBrain Yoga* - 1 min/1 min total

41 minutes total

PM
    Daily Salt Shower* is recommended for the end of the day before meditation - 3 min added to routine
    Late Meditation* - 7 min meditation/7 min total
    WEEK 4: Gratitude Journaling is added to weekly schedule (5 min - 3 days a week or more)
    WEEK 5: Forgiveness practice is added to weekly schedule (15 min - 1 day a week or more)
(Clients receive remote Aura Cleansing* and Cord Cutting* at the end of every day by an advanced Pranic Healer - 0 min)
(Clients receive remote Pranic Healing twice (2x) weekly by an advanced Pranic Healer - 0 min)
     
        *These processes are explained in the introduction to the program and thoroughly demonstrated in initial training,  
          with training being uploaded in video form to an online video library exclusively available FOR CLIENT USE ONLY.

10 or more minutes total
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APPROXIMATE WEEKLY SCHEDULE
Every day of the week the client engages the “Individual Daily Practice”.

Day 1 expanded training delivered weekly live via ZOOM starting week 3
Day 2 client receives remote Pranic Healing*
Day 3 text/email to check in with client regarding healing session
Day 4 reach out with brief text/email regarding encouragement of practice
Day 5 client receives remote Pranic Healing*
Day 6 text/email to check in with client regarding healing session
Day 7 schedule 15 min phone call to review the week

(Clients receive remote Aura Cleansing* and Cord Cutting* at the end of every day by an advanced Pranic Healer - 0 min)
(Clients receive remote Pranic Healing twice (2x) weekly by an advanced Pranic Healer - 0 min)

 *These processes are explained in the introduction to the program and thoroughly demonstrated in initial training,  
   with training being uploaded in video form to an online video library exclusively available FOR CLIENT USE ONLY.

Approximate Weekly Scheduling is at the client’s preference and as scheduling permits.
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WEEK 1 and 2

Weeks 1 and 2 are designed so the client can acclimate to the “Individual Daily Practice” 
routine (AM and PM), along with the “Weekly Scheduled Activities.” With these two weeks of 
focused practice the client sets a schedule and rhythm in their self-development program. 
This foundation will serve the client well in future weeks and especially so in future years.

During the program the client has complete access to the program facilitators, via text, email, 
and in a weekly “check-in call,” along with all training imparted that underlies the program. 
Training materials are uploaded to an online video library exclusively available for client use 
only. Additionally, every client has access to an exclusive online community where questions 
can be answered and comments can be explored between clients and program facilitators.  
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WEEK 1

THIS IS SUGGESTED FOR DAILY PRACTICE (only minutes a day for great benefits)

EXPANDED TRAINING: “Individual Daily Practice” Week 1 Training

Training is delivered live via ZOOM with time for Q&A. This material is uploaded to an online 
video library exclusively available for client use only. (120 min)
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“Energy and How it Works”
Meditation On Twin Hearts®
Prosperity Meditation
Salt Bath/Shower/Foot Soak
Blessing Others
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WEEK 2

THIS IS SUGGESTED FOR DAILY PRACTICE (only minutes a day for great benefits)

EXPANDED TRAINING: “Individual Daily Practice” Week 2 Training

Training is delivered live via ZOOM with time for Q&A. This material is uploaded to an online 
video library exclusively available for client use only. (120 min)
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SuperBrain Yoga®
The I AM Affirmation
The Great Invocation
OM Mani Padme Hum OM
Mantras/Making Your Own
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WEEK 3

DAILY / WEEKLY SCHEDULE (is expanded and repeats)

EXPANDED TRAINING: “The Natural Law of Reciprocity” and “Environmental Energy”

Training is delivered live via ZOOM with time for Q&A. This material is uploaded to an online 
video library exclusively available for client use only. (60 min)
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The Engineering of Karma
Healing Treatments (explained)
OM Mantra/Incense/Essential Oils
A Positive Energy Environment/Feng Shui
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WEEK 4

DAILY / WEEKLY SCHEDULE (is expanded and repeats)

EXPANDED TRAINING: “The Technologies of Gratitude Journaling”

Gratitude Journaling is added to weekly schedule (5 min - 3 days a week or more)

Training is delivered live via ZOOM with time for Q&A. This material is uploaded to an online 
video library exclusively available for client use only. (60 min)
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What is Journaling and How it Works
Quiet time for Introspection/How-To
Journaling in the Physical World/Script Handwriting
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MIDTERM RECAP:

ONE-ON-ONE DISCUSSION 

In the MIDTERM RECAP each client has a chance to discuss their personal progress within 
the program. Each client connects with a LIFE FORCE REBOOT facilitator via phone or 
ZOOM to have an extended “check-in” where questions can be address, techniques can be 
adjusted, and aspirations can be made more clear. This one-on-one session is designed to 
hone the client’s efforts as they continue their growth toward greater Prosperity.

(30 min as, and when, schedules permit)
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WEEK 5

DAILY / WEEKLY SCHEDULE (is expanded and repeats)

EXPANDED TRAINING: "The Science and Spirituality of Forgiveness"

Forgiveness practice is added to weekly schedule (15 min - 1 day a week or more)

Training is delivered live via ZOOM with time for Q&A. This material is uploaded to an online 
video library exclusively available for client use only. (60 min) 
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How Forgiveness Works
The Forgiveness Practice
"A Buddhist Prayer of Forgiveness"
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WEEK 6

DAILY / WEEKLY SCHEDULE (is expanded and repeats)

EXPANDED TRAINING: "The Need for Service and Tithing"

Training is delivered live via ZOOM with time for Q&A. This material is uploaded to an online 
video library exclusively available for client use only. (60 min)
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What Being of Service Means
How to be of Service
How to Contribute
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WEEK 7

DAILY / WEEKLY SCHEDULE (is expanded and repeats)

EXPANDED TRAINING: “The Power To Love” and “Inspiration”

Training is delivered live via ZOOM with time for Q&A. This material is uploaded to an online 
video library exclusively available for client use only. (60 min)
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The Action Universe/The Power To Love
Choosing Love for Life
What Happens Next
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PROGRAM REVIEW and LOOKING FORWARD

Virtual Open Forum Discussion

This event is live via ZOOM with time for Q&A. This discussion is uploaded to an online video library 
exclusively available for client use only. (120 min)

INCLUDES:

Review Practices and Program Features (highlighting training, online community, and assets)

Future Planning Discussion (coaching for understanding a continuing healthy practice)

Online Survey (available to all participants, anonymously share your thoughts)

On-Going Support (training materials and online community remains available to clients)

Future Online Forums (clients continue to have access to community learning and services)
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